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The Wind and the Sun 

 

 

I. Read the text.  Look at the Picture 1. Answer the questions 1-10. 

 
 

 
Picture 1 
 

The Sun and the Wind look down. They see flowers blooming and birds flying. They see children playing 

with a big ball. 

"What a good job we are doing," says the Sun. 

The Wind says, "We? How do you help me to make this a good day? I am the Wind. I can do more than 

you." 

 

1. The Sun is shining and ... very warm. 

A) this is    B) there is    C) it is     

D) there are      E) it 

 

2. The Sun is very ... with a good day. 

A)  sad    B)  angry     C)  pleased  

D)  good      E)  bright   

 

3. Who are playing in the park? 

A)  children    B)  people     C)  women      

D)  dogs      E)  pets   

 

4. What are they playing with? 

A)  the flowers    B)  a ball     C)  a stick      

D) the friends     E)  the Wind 

 

5. The flowers are … . 

A)  playing     

B)  blooming     

C)  laughing      

D)  jumping      

E)  dreaming 

6. The Wind thinks it is very ... . 

A)  bad   B)  strong    C)  funny     D)  polite     

E)  silly   

 

7. What is a man holding in his hand? 

A)  a stick    B)  a bag    C)  a rifle      

D)  a cabbage  E)  a candle   

 

8. Two women are talking. One of them has 

...  in her hands. 

A)  a tie    B)  a necklace    C)  a camera      

D)  an apple     E)  a newspaper 

 

9. What kind of transport can you see on the 

path? 

A)  a car    B)  a bicycle    C)  a skateboard      

D)  a train      E)  a boat 

 

10. Where is the Sun ? The Sun is sitting ...  . 

A)  on the chair    B)  on the cloud     

C)  under the cloud      D)  on the roof      

E)  behind the river
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II. Read the text.  Look at the Picture 2. Answer the questions 11-17. 
 

 
Picture 2 

 

"Look at all the things I can do," the Wind says. Then the Wind blows. 

Hats come off. Leaves blow away. Papers of all kinds and umbrellas go flying. 

"There!" the Wind says the Sun. "Can you do that?"  

"No, I can't," the Sun answers. "I am the Sun, not the Wind. But I can do things too." 

The Wind laughs and laughs.  

"We will soon find out what you can do." The Sun is afraid of its voice. 

Then the Wind says, "Look down. There is a little girl playing in the park. Can you make her take her coat 

off? I can. Look and see." It blows many times. 

Papers of all kinds go flying. Leaves blow away. Hats come off. But the coat does not.  

The more the Wind blows, the more the little girl needs her coat to keep warm. The Wind can’t make her 

take it off. At last the Wind gives up.  

 

 

11. The Wind has ... lips. 

A)  new   B)  big    C)  clever     D)  short     E)  many   

 

12. What are not flying?  

A)  hats    B)  umbrellas     

C)  papers      D)  leaves       

E)  stones 

 

13. The Sun looks ... . 

A)  scared and surprised     

B)  happy     

C)  pleased       

D)  brave       

E)  cheerful   

   

14. The Wind is ... . 

A)  crying    B)  blowing     C)  blows     

D)  shining      E)  smoking 

15. The girl is wearing ... . 

A)  a coat B)  a skirt  C)  sunglasses 

D)  shorts E)  a belt   

 

16. How many times does the Wind blow? 

A)  three     

B)  two      

C)  many      

D)  much       

E)  never 

   

17. The Wind understands that it … . 

A)  is the strongest person    

B)  can’t do more than the Sun     

C)  must eat more     

D)  has to do some exercises      

E)  must blow one more time   
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III. Read the text.  Look at the Picture 3. Answer the questions 18-22. 

 
 

 
Picture 3 

 

"Now you will see what I can do," says the Sun.  

Then the Sun looks down on the little girl and laughs in a kind, warm way.  
"How warm the Sun is," the little girl cries. 

"I am warm all over now. I don't need my coat at all." 

And with that the little girl takes her coat off. 

"There," the Sun says. "I do what you cannot." 

           

18. How many characters can you see in the 

picture? 

A)  5    B)  2      C)  6      D)  7     E)  3   

 

19. Which sentence is true? 

A)  The Wind is always warm.    

B)  The Sun laughs in a stormy way.    

C)  The Sun is very selfish.      

D)  The Sun does what the Wind can’t do. 

E)  The Sun and the Wind are dancing in the sky.   

 

20. Why does the little girl take her coat off? 

A)  It’s too warm. 

B)  She doesn’t like her clothes. 

C)  Her coat is dirty.       

D)  The Wind makes her take the coat off.       

E)  She wants to show her nice dress.  

 

21. The man is … . 

A)  weeping 

B)  gathering his papers 

C)  throwing his papers      

D)  reading his papers 

E)  talking to his friends 

 

22. The Wind has (a) long … . 

A)  tail B)  nose C)  legs D)  wings E)  hair 

 

IV. Answer the questions 23-40. 

 

23. Which is not a pet? 

A)  a parrot B)  a dragonfly C)  a dog      

D)  a hamster E)  a rabbit 

 

24. Which is the odd word out? 

A)  a pen B)  a bag C)  a pencil 

D)  an eraser E)  an umbrella 

 

25. When do you usually decorate eggs? 

A)  at Christmas   B)  on Saturday    C)  at Easter     

D)  every day      E)  in summer 
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26. Which of these can fly? 

A)  a bear B)  a crow C)  a rabbit 

D)  a lion E)  an elephant  

 

27. After February goes …  . 

A)  January B)  March C)  October 

D)  December E)  July  

 

28. Which of these kinds of food are rich in 

vitamin C?  

 

A)  meat and poultry        

B)  rice and pasta 

C)  fruit and vegetables      

D)  oil and margarine       

E)  sandwich and yoghurt     

 

29. Choose the right word(s). 

  

This is a park.  ... two statues at 

the gates. 

 

A ) Are       B)  There are        C)  There only     

D)  It is E)  Are there 

 

30. Look at the picture. Complete the 

sentence. 

 

They are in the … . 

 

A) bedroom      

B) sitting room 

C) bathroom       

D) kitchen         

E) library 

 

31. Make a question. 

 

school   you   go   do   to   Saturday   on   

Why   ? 

 

A) 8, 4, 2, 3, 7, 5, 6, 1, 9    

B) 8, 2, 4, 3, 5, 1, 7, 6, 9 

C) 7, 6, 2, 3, 1, 5, 7, 6, 9     

D) 8, 4, 2, 3, 5, 1, 7, 6, 9 

E) 8, 4, 2, 3, 5, 7, 1, 6, 9 

 

32. Complete the sentence. 

 

Look, the hen is … with her chicks. 

 

A) walk B) walks C) walking 

D) go E) run 

 

 

33. “Good morning, Grandma. What big 

eyes you have got," says ... . 

 

A) Snow White    

B) Sleeping Beauty 

C) Puss in Boots  

D) Red Riding Hood      

E) Cinderella 

 

34. When are the trees yellow? 

A) in spring B) in autumn C) never 

D) in winter     E) always 

 

35. Look at the picture. A waiter says, …  

 

A) “Be careful.”    

B) “Please it.” 

C) “Take it.” 

D) “Thank you.” 

E) “Here you are.” 

 

36. Find the best rhyme. 

 

 This butterfly is white 

 And it is so ... ! 

 

A) sky B) light C) high 

D) kite E) ski 

 

37. ... 's that? 

That's my brother. 

 

A) What B) Who C) Why 

D) Where E) Which 

 

38. Switch the light … . It's dark. 

A) on B) to C) off 

D) of E) in 

 

39. My father's brother's son is my ... . 

A) brother 

B) cousin 

C) uncle 

D) sister 

E) grandfather 

 

40. We do this with our nose. 

A) smell 

B) see 

C) eat 

D) think 

E) wash 

 


